The reduction of car users during summer compared to winter time was -20%.

The average occupancy of parking spaces with meters was 55%.

A 232% increase in the number of reservations through ParkShare (half-days) was recorded.

50% of employees already use a sustainable mode of transport.

11 companies have adopted the mobility charter.

These member companies represent 325 employees.

50% of employees are living 10 km or less from work, which could realistically be done by bicycle or e-bike.

1'087 t of CO₂ generated by commuting employees*.

7'611 bike reservations made in one year on the EPFL campus.

10'300 km traveled with the Mobility Car Sharing system (1/13th of the Earth-Moon distance).

Number of parking spaces for bicycles, motorcycles, and electric cars: 288 x 75 x 11.
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* Survey results extrapolated to 2,285 employees.